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Vacuum Infusion for High Class Composites Parts
Inspiring Roding Roadster R1 at
“Composites Europe” in Stuttgart, Germany
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A real eye-catcher: the Roding Roadster R1

Postcuring of CFK parts

Vacuum-infusion-process

CFK Chassis made of 45 kg ebalta AH 140 with hardener TC 90-1

A real eye-catcher was presented by ebalta on occasion of “Composites Europe”. With the Roding Roadster
R1 the producer and supplier of tooling and composites resins showed their excellent competence as a
partner from mould construction to the finished part.
For this exceptional sports car made by Roding Automobile GmbH, ebalta did not only supply infusion epoxy resins, but also their know-how as well as tooling
resins and blocks.
From the very beginning it was clear that substantial parts of the Roding Roadster R1 would be made
from vacuum infusion. Particular advantages of
the vacuum infusion process are an incomparable
cost-quality ratio combined with low weight and high
stability due to high fibre volume contents. “The
decisive factor was the ebalta know-how regarding
mould making, tooling and suitable infusion resins. We
received excellent on-site support and ebalta trained
our technicians to make them independent technology
experts,” said Georg Käsmeier, CEO of Roding
Automobile GmbH.

personal commitment and continuous support from construction to the finished part did help us immensely”,
commented Georg Käsmeier
Breathtaking Driving Pleasure
The low weight and the stiffness of the carbon chassis form
the “backbone” for the precise handling and convincing
driving performance of Roding Roadster R1. The engine
produces 320 bhp and a torque of 450 Nm. The empty weight of just 950 kg allows an acceleration of 3.9
seconds from 0-100 km/h and a cornering force of 1.4g.
Roding Automobile was founded in 2008 and now they
are a well renowned producer of composite parts, provider of engineering services and development partner for
the industry. ebalta Kunststoff GmbH are the specialist
in composite resins, tooling resins and tooling blocks.
They also supply know-how for vacuum infusion and
the production of composite parts and moulds. For any
questions about vacuum infusion, please feel free to
contact our expert Stefan Koppmair, Product Manager
Composites (mobile +49 171 7 99 81 54).

For the manufacture of passenger cell, doors, fenders,
bonnet and rear the constructors relied on ebalta
epoxy resin AH 140 with hardener TC 90-1. This system is
characterised by its optimal properties for vacuum infusion: low viscosity, good fibre wetting, long pot life and
high stability. “It made it far easier to get everything
from a single source. The resins did fit perfectly. The
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